Designer / Project Manager Role Description

Backyard Bounty is a small (~20 person) landscape design/build/maintain firm based in the DC area that is growing rapidly and actively looking for more designers.

We specialize in sustainable design, native plants, kitchen gardens, and stormwater management. Samples of our work are [here](#) and a profile of our founder is [here](#). We are also deeply involved with local stormwater management groups such as Montgomery County Rainscapes, DC Riversmart, Potomac Conservancy, Friends of Sligo Creek, and others.

We are looking for a new LA graduate from a top program to join our design team as an associate designer / project manager. The right person needs to be passionate about gardens, sustainability and saving the world with plants. This career is mostly about people so the ability to deal with different cultures and personalities is crucial.

Compensation and duties will be commensurate with your capabilities and potential. This is a fast-paced environment where you will learn a ton and make a real difference in our environment.

To apply, please send your resume to kris@backyardbounty.net. Studio location is Silver Spring, MD but most of our work is done in the field or remotely. Must have transportation.